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Black Swan- you sailed many waters 
Through times and tides that wait for no one  
You swam strong 
Sometimes with many through gentle tides 
Times of plenty 
Sailing smooth-  
Waters calm and tepid 
Full moon- pregnant with promise of 
Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow 
 
Times though, waters were cold and treacherous 
Starless, moonless sky- dark with despair 
Loved ones lost to the undertow 
Gone 
 
Winged and wounded 
Gripped by grief  
You sailed on to remember those  
Lost  
 
Telling their stories 
Your finger in the sand 
Long before you picked up the pen and 
Made it mighty from your strength 
Your words will be forever 
As you pass beyond the horizon to the 
Unchartered waters of the new world 
Sail on Aunty Ruby- Black Swan 
Wind at your back 
Sun on your face 
Peacefully on the placid waters 
Higher on the rising tides 
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